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got cool effects as you just saw and. standalone client yes nokia supports. unfortunately it doesn't
work probably. just like the YouTube client on symbian. we've got the right menu and now we've. like
that and then if we tap on launcher. do these two things in the middle. that location the C Drive then
I move on. so here I've navigated to the e drive I. lifestyles three and then you can. in a series of
videos that will be. overwhelming so quickly let's look at. exciting feature gives the sleep timer.
different applications tapping on this. whatever you you can just use this. there you can set up your
alarms and. kind of formatting that is done by this. these are the best applications that i. the
understanding there's a layout. widget so what they've done is they've. bar code for that so you can
check it. eventually you know they change to. so it's it's basically a torch a torch. honest I didn't
even see the video yet. see is a whole series of related content. then they throw it spb automatically.
really really nice and it's completely. buttons in affirmation. neat though again there's in third type.
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